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Abstract:
Active Array Antenna Power Supply is a critical system which

supplies necessary DC voltages to various Line Replacement Units (LRU)
of the Phased Array (T/R Modules, T/R units, Group Units, Super Group
Units, Beam Forming Units). Active array for long range radar has got
more than two thousands of T/R modules, more than two hundreds of T/R
units which houses T/R modules and its controller. Hence more than
ninety power supplies required to be designed and manufactured which
are installed in the large size antenna. This antenna power supply consists
of multiple types of power supplies with different voltages and wattages. As
multiple voltages to be generated for different kinds of devices and
components inside LRUs which offers pulsating and high inrush current
loads, achieving more than 90% efficiency was challenging. Whenever
power supply is designed, meeting EMI/EMC specification used to be
challenging and more components have to be added in EMI/EMC circuit
to meet MIL-641E Ground System requirements.  Various switching
topologies were considered to achieve above requirement, Soft switching
technique is used for all the high power modules where the individual
modules efficiency has been achieved to more than 92% and offered better
EMI/EMC performance. When the power supply is tested close to actual
installation configuration, it will reduce many active array integration
issues which will avoid unnecessary delay in the Radar development. For
this purpose ATE and HILS setup was designed and used for testing these
42 Nos of Power Supply units which made the Power supply to work
without any failures and hiccups. In this paper various design aspects
using soft switching, actual testing results, EMI/EMC performances and
ATE are presented in detail, which led to successful completion of design
and production of  high efficiency active array antenna power supply
units.

Key Words: Antenna Power Supply, DC-DC Converter, Soft Switching,
ATE.

I INTRODUCTION
Active phased array antenna is the major system

which determines the tracking accuracy of the Long Range
Radar. Well known advantage of active phased array antenna
is to have reliable operation of the radar even when T/R
modules fail few out of thousands instead of single
transmitter based antenna. Hence thousands of T/R modules
and associated hundreds of T/R units, Controllers are part of
the active phased array. All these above units have to be
powered using highly reliable and efficient Power Supply
Units (PSU). Since this is Long Range Radar which got
bigger size of antenna to accommodate thousands of T/R
modules, Units and Power Supplies. In this antenna 92Nos of
Power Supply Units have been used, which is DC-DC
converter based. It takes 330V DC input voltage from huge
Rectifier System and converts it into various small output
voltages required for various devices and circuits of T/R
modules, T/R units and Controllers. Hence this power supply

has been built in to various small DC-DC converters for
better reliability and maintain-ability as joint development
between LRDE and Digitronics. Since high power is used by
the Radar, higher efficiency Power Supply Unit willreduce
power demand of the Radar and also the reduction in demand
of cooling system capacity. Various switching technique
were considered which have been used in different types of
power supplies. Soft Switching design technique presented
in[1] provided higher efficiency is considered during design
and development of the high power module in the units.
Since this module has to supply peak current of the order of
240A during pulsating load, the EMI/EMC performance of
the power supply was the equally more important. This soft
switching technique equally found to be offering better
EMI/EMC performance compared to other technique so for
used. This paper presents various design and realization
aspects using this switching technique. Efficiency achieved
and EMI/EMC performances achieved for various
voltages/modules have been presented. Since large number
of power supply units have to be produced, developing the
ATE which will test the power supply more close to the
actual loading condition was the most necessary. A special
ATE design, test results and the time saved for ATP and ESS
of power supply units have been presented. Performance of
the power supply in Hardware In Loop Simulation (HILS) is
the main goal, which gives high confidence towards active
array integration. The test results and missing parameters of
the load specification have been brought out due to this HILS
testing.

II ANTENNA POWER SUPPLY UNIT
Antenna Power Supply Unit mainly designed with

the requirements of powering various antenna LRUs of
pulsed phased array radar. Main DC output requirements are
36V/30A modules, 29V/15A, 5V/85A and Multi output
modules (-30V, -5V, +7V), with efficiency of 90%. Input
voltage from 12 pulse rectifier, 330V DC. EMI/EMC
requirements are as per MIL461E for Ground MIL Systems.
Total input power is 6kW with weight less than 25kg
including the cold plate used for liquid based cooling of
power supply unit. Here the critical requirements are pulse
loading of 36V with Ipeak of 240A (10% duty), and this
output has to handle inrush current due to 100mF
capacitance. As this power supply is for phased array antenna
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of Doppler pulsed radar, the controlling/minimizing the noise
introduced by the switching frequency of power supply is
required to avoid noise mixing with Doppler measurement of
the Radar. Hence power supply has to work with external
sync frequency which varies based on the PRF of the Radar.
This power supply should have intelligent BIT system for
maximum protections, online monitoring of faults,
parameters and be part of Active Array Network on Ethernet.
Also another important requirement is the environmental
conditions +55°C, -20°C, Humidity, Vibrations and etc
derived from the Radar operational requirements.

Based on the above requirements, the basic building
block of the power supply unit was designed, which is shown
in Fig.1.

Fig.1. Building Block of Antenna Power Supply Unit

III SOFT SWITCHING TECHNIQUE
Various switching technique are used in different

products for various joint development projects. In those
projects efficiency was not required to be 90%, hard
switching was used. But due to hard switching, critical
designing of EMI filters were required in those power
supplies. Here in this project, as the requirement of
efficiency 90% to be achieved, the alternate switching
technique was explored. Paper by [1] brought various design
requirements and advantages of soft switching technique.
Soft switching schemes are classified as Load Resonant
Converters, Converterswith Resonant Switches, Resonant
Transition Converters. Resonant Transition Converters got
two techniques, which are Zero Voltage Crossing (ZVS) and
Zero Current Switching (ZCS). ZVS and ZCS are usedbased
on the type of switching device MOSFET and IGBT
respectively. Here ZVS technique is considered as MOSFET
is used in the input inverter circuit. ZVS by the name
explains the switching ON of the device takes place when
zero voltage across the device. Thus device gate voltage is
applied after voltage across deviceis brought to zero, for
turning ON the device. ZVS offers very low switching loss
and low EMI as well.

For understanding the ZVS for full bridge converter,
we referred presentation by N Mohan et.al. [2]. Fig.2. shows
the basic block diagram of the Full bridge converter. It
makes use of device capacitances and transformer leakage
inductance and magnetizing current. Typically poles A and B
switched at nearly 50% duty cycle. Here the output voltage

regulation is achieved by phase modulating the two poles A
& B of output.

Fig.2. Block Diagram of Full Bridge Converter using ZVS [2]

Fig.3. Switching waveforms of above ZVS [2]

In the above ZVS, leakage inductance resonates
with switch capacitance. Determination of Tdel critical for
ZVS design and ZVS is load dependent. Using of external
series inductor increases the ZVS range, but it has its
disadvantages of higher conduction loss and still load
dependent. As concluded in reference [2], factors affecting
ZVS are: ZVS load range, Capacitance across MOSFETs
(internal and external), Leakage inductance, Delay time and
Magnetizing current.However design of other parameters
like Lo Co, transformer etc are identical to hard switched
PWM. MOSFET voltage and Switching frequency for the
designing of ZVS is given below [3]:

Full Bridge Soft Switching Converter: This full
bridge converter is used in our basic design. As concluded in
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paper [1] after their experimental power module for 1kW, it
is suitable for high power applications like 36V/30A because
of inherent high efficiency. As justifiedin [1], the four
controlled switches (MOSFET) are considered.
Commutating inductor and two low-current diodes
eliminates the dynamic losses and the over shoot, and this
commutating inductance also helps to ensure lossless
transitions of the trailing leg of the converter.

Fig.4. Full-bridge soft-switching dc/dc converter with commutating inductor
and clamp diodes [1]

IV ANTENNA POWER SUPPLY DESIGN
Basic principles of ZVS based full bridge converter

was presented in the above section. In this section the design
done using ZVS to realize the Power Supply will be
presented. Also design and simulation of various control
circuits used in this power supply will be presented. As
shown in Fig.1. basic building blocks were designed to
allocate various requirements of the power supply unit.

36V Module Design:36V module was designed and
tested on the bread board. Initial test results were giving
confidence with efficiency of 91% with full load.
Immediately we designed the full fledged circuit which has
the power circuit, control circuit, micro processor based
protection and voltage-current measuring circuit. Fig.5.
shows the circuit diagram of 36V/30A module.

Fig.5. Schematic of 36V module

Based on the components, transformer selection, the
losses were calculated as follow:

Diode : 28 W (0.8W * 30A)
Transformer : 20 W (10W *2)
Output Cap. : 0.225 W
O/P Inductor : 8 W
HKP Control : 6 W
MOSFET : 5 W (Conduction)
Shunt : 0.9 W

------------
Total losses 68.12 W.

Based on the calculated loss and output power, the calculated
efficiencyis 1098W / (1098+68.12)*100 = ~ 94.55%.For
another high power 29V module, the same circuit design was
followed and the calculated efficiency also was in the same
order.

5V Module Design: This module was designed and
tested after PCB development, which has the power circuit,
control circuit, micro processor based protection and voltage-
current measuring circuit. This module has to deliver high
current control, also branching output for three different kind
of LRUs. Calculated losses as follow:

SYNC Rectifier : 7.004 W
O/P Choke 600µOhm : 5.86   W
MOSFET Bridge : 0.455 W (conduction)
Output Transformer : 5.75 * 2 = 11.5W
Shunt & house keeping : 7.44 W

---------------
Total losses : 32.7 W

Calculated efficiency = 442W/ (442+32.7W) x 100 =~
93.11%. In this module, synchronous rectifier was used as it
needs good regulation with high load current. Fig.6. shows
the circuit diagram of 5V module, which used phase shift
controller.

Fig.6. Schematic of 5V module
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As this power supply has got the input hold on
capacitor of the order 4mF, the inrush current control was
simulated and then realized. This capacitor supports the hold
on time requirement for 5V, as well as acts as the regulation
capacitance of the 330V -12 pulse rectifier which feeds this
antenna power supply unit. Fig 7. shows the input inrush
current simulation graph.

Fig.7. Input inrush current graph – simulation

Fig.8. 36V output capacitance discharge graph – simulation

Equally mechanical design was challenging, to meet
the power to weight ratio with proper thermal design.
Various FEA and CFD analysis were done to ensure that the
fabrication of the enclosure and card cages meet the
requirements. With LRDE and Digitronics mechanical
experts we could achieve the required design goal.

Fig.9. 36V module thermal analysis result

V REALIZATION AND RESULTS
Developing the product after completing the

prototyping was more demanding, as each every component
selection, card cage fabrication, kind of component placing,
PCB fabrication and PCB population have to consider
various environmental requirements as well as EMI
requirements. As more quantity had to be produced, the
realization plan was worked out such a way that initial demo
unit to be developed, tested for Electrical performance. After
that integrate with the LRUs in HILS to further test and
verify the Power Supply unit meets the requirement. Once its
proved in HILS, then we planned the limited QT so that the
manufacturing process followed during demo unit is in line
with the requirements. Similar was demo unit was realized
and tested initially with small testing setup in Digitronics,
later it was tested in HILS of LRDE.

After demo unit was successfully tested, the
production-units realization started with various stage
inspections all along the PCB fabrication, PCB population,
Card cages, Enclosure fabrication and Painting. Initial pre
production units were realized 5 No., later after completion
of QTP of QT unit and ATP-ESS of pre production,
Production Readiness Review (PRR) was done thoroughly to
ensure the necessary corrections are done based on the
observation during the review. So that the production units
will meet requirements and improved version of the Power
Supply units are realized.

Fig.10. Photo of Antenna Power Supply Unit (Open condition)

Fig.11. Photo of Power Module PCB of Production Units - Batch
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Fig.12. Photo of Module Assembly of Power Supply Unit

Table 1. Full load Efficiency with LPRF load:

Table 2. Full load Efficiency with Static load:

EFFICIENCY RESULTS: The main goal of
developing high efficiency power supply was achieved
which was seen in the test results of the Qualification unit.
The above tables show the full load efficiency as measured
by the ATE for static load and pulsating load conditions. Full
load efficiency for LPRF measured was 92.6%, the
individual module efficiency measured during internal
testing was 93.4% also for 36V module. Full load efficiency
for static load measured was 92.07%.  This measured result
is almost close to the estimated efficiency. The Table 1 and
Table 2 show the GUI screen shot of measured values of
voltage, current and efficiency of first unit (S/N:1).

EMI/EMC RESULTS: All the tests were done as
per MIL 461E standard at LRDE, EMI/EMC test facility.
The performance results were within the limits and power
supply found working satisfactorily. Since input voltage is
300V DC, the limit line relaxed by 10dB for CE102 test.
Following figures show the CE102 result of first unit.CS101,
CS114, CS115, CS116, RE 102 and RS103 were done and
the results met the requirements successfully.

Fig.13. MODEL D5898, Digitronics 300VDC Positive Line CE102

Fig.14. MODEL D5898, Digitronics 300VDC Negative Line CE102

Fig.15. RE Electric Field 30MHz to 1 GHz, VP
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Fig.16. RE Electric Field 30MHz to 1 GHz, HP
All the graphs of CE and RE results shown in the above
Fig.13 to 16 are found within the limit lines. Relatively it is
better result compare to other kind of power supplies realized
sofar.

VI TEST RESULTS USING ATE
Each power supply was tested extensively using the

Automatic Testing Equipment (ATE). The purpose of the
ATE is to test the PSU in the conditions for various
combination of input and output variation. There can be test
setup with minimum feature which might be able to test the
PSU in a limited way, in this kind of testing when PSU is
installed in the antenna there will be surprises. If any change
is required in the specification due to shortcoming of the
testing, then changing all the hundred units will be more
difficult, which will need more cost and time. ATE has to
simulate the conditions close to final operational
configuration, so that the PSU is maximum tested for
pulsating load conditions similar to radar pulses.

Also during the production of the units, the testing
of each unit determines the production time. Here in this
power supply testing, there are Functional tests, Performance
checks during 8 hours burn-in test, 6cycles of thermal
cycling for ESS, pre/post thermal vibration tests. Hence
hundreds of graphs have to be measured and stored for
different configurations of inputs and loading conditions. A
custom designed and built ATE was developed for this
project. ATE configuration, various testing and results are
presented in this section.

Basic building block of ATE consist of 36V
module-240A pulse load, 30A static load, 29V module-15A
static load, 5V module-85A static load, multi-output module
static loads, Switching Matrix, Scope, Signal Generator,
Spectrum Analyzer, Computer and Liquid Cooling System.
Various aspects of loads were studied and the circuits for the
above mentioned modules were designed and realized. One
of such circuit where MOSFETs with non inductive
Resistors are designed is shown in below Fig.17.

Fig.17. ATE - 36V pulse load circuit

Fig.18. Photo of ATE1 and ATE2 while testing PSU for +55°C in Chamber

Various important results are shown below in Fig.19
to Fig.24, which are measured by ATE under different
testing conditions.

Fig.19. Overshoot at Turn ON

Fig.20. Overshoot at Turn OFF
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Fig.21. Ripple Noise of 5V, 36V, 29V, -5V

Ripple specification of 50mV (P-P) for 36V and
20mV (P-P) for other voltages are met well within limit. The
graphs of ripple measurement are shown aboveFig.

Fig.22. 36V Pulse load (10kHz) at 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10% duty cycle with 240A

Fig.23. 36V, 7V Pulse load (1kHz) at 10% duty cycle

Fig.24. 36V, 7V Pulse load (10kHz) at 10% duty cycle

Measuring and capturing graphs to put in the reports
for all the PSUs was only possible by the ATE during ATP-
ESS. Also the time taken to complete functional test of each
PSU was brought down from 10Hrs to 2Hrs by ATE against
conventional testing method. Software developed for running
automatic testing paid us back in terms of the above time
saving.

VII TEST RESULTS USING HILS
Hardware In Loop Simulation testing is to keep the

antenna LRUs in testing loop and test Power Supply Unit for
the actual working conditions of the load (LRUs). There are
3 numbers of PSU were required for the HILS, as TRUs, GU
are connected with Radar Exciter, Receivers and Radar
computers. Here the actual radar operation is simulated and
various interfaces electrical and data across different systems
checked. For PSU, the electrical interfaces, loading
conditions and data interface all were checked. During the
initial testing, electrical interface and data interface found
working well. However when all the loads connected to PSU,
we found the inrush current protection tripped the units due
to higher inrush current drawn by the load beyond the
specification. This actual inrush current measured was used
to tune the inrush current protection. Again when another
configuration of radar operation was tested, we found the
PSU tripping at -5V randomly. It was found that in one of the
radar operation configuration this -5V is drawing surge
current beyond the specification. The graph in Fig.25
showsthe typical current drawn by the load for -5V.

Fig.25. -5V normal current measured in HILS

Fig.26. -5V current measured in HILS during tripping
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Tripping of -5V during Radar reset mode could only
be identified because of HILS. After tripping issue, proper
studies correction was done. And also various other
configurations of radar operation was tested and found PSU
working normal. Also the 8hours endurance test result in
HILS which is shown in Table 3 brings out the actual current
consumption and the efficiency of 94% achieved during the
testing. Here the actual load current value is half of the
designed value, as the PSU has been designed to take care of
future requirements and de-rating factor to increase the
reliability of the PSU. With this method, before more than
200LRUs to be installed and integrated with total PSUs in
the Active Array Antenna, the problems are identified and
corrected. This saved significant time in the Radar assembly
and integration.

Table 3. 94.5% efficiency in HILS testing with actual load

CONCLUSION
Antenna Power Supply Units have been designed

and produced in large numbers as joint development effort
between LRDE and Digitronics. As this PSU has to supply
many voltages, realizing the multiple modules with Ethernet
interface for online monitoring was achieved first time by
Digitronics with LRDE guidance. We used the soft switching
technique to design and realize antenna power supply with
high efficiency for high power applications. We have
achieved full load efficiency of 92% close to the calculated
efficiency, and also achieved 94.5% in the HILS testing,
where PSU works with half load. This is highest efficiency
achieved for customized power supply development for any
radar development in LRDE. Being long range radar, this
achievement in high efficiency will bring down the power
consumption of the radar to significant percentage, which
will be verified shortly when the Radar testing completes.
Also the EMI/EMC performance was better and met the
requirements as per MIL 461E. Developing the ATE with

full fledged capability to test the PSU for all the working
conditions was an achievement. This ATE helped in reducing
the production time, also it will be useful in the Radar
operational site to identify the faults and replace the faulty
modules. So that only faulty module will be sent to the
factory for D level repair instead of sending the PSU. LRDE
shall follow the system engineering practices followed in this
project for the development of the power supply of future
Radars.
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Tripping of -5V during Radar reset mode could only
be identified because of HILS. After tripping issue, proper
studies correction was done. And also various other
configurations of radar operation was tested and found PSU
working normal. Also the 8hours endurance test result in
HILS which is shown in Table 3 brings out the actual current
consumption and the efficiency of 94% achieved during the
testing. Here the actual load current value is half of the
designed value, as the PSU has been designed to take care of
future requirements and de-rating factor to increase the
reliability of the PSU. With this method, before more than
200LRUs to be installed and integrated with total PSUs in
the Active Array Antenna, the problems are identified and
corrected. This saved significant time in the Radar assembly
and integration.

Table 3. 94.5% efficiency in HILS testing with actual load

CONCLUSION
Antenna Power Supply Units have been designed

and produced in large numbers as joint development effort
between LRDE and Digitronics. As this PSU has to supply
many voltages, realizing the multiple modules with Ethernet
interface for online monitoring was achieved first time by
Digitronics with LRDE guidance. We used the soft switching
technique to design and realize antenna power supply with
high efficiency for high power applications. We have
achieved full load efficiency of 92% close to the calculated
efficiency, and also achieved 94.5% in the HILS testing,
where PSU works with half load. This is highest efficiency
achieved for customized power supply development for any
radar development in LRDE. Being long range radar, this
achievement in high efficiency will bring down the power
consumption of the radar to significant percentage, which
will be verified shortly when the Radar testing completes.
Also the EMI/EMC performance was better and met the
requirements as per MIL 461E. Developing the ATE with

full fledged capability to test the PSU for all the working
conditions was an achievement. This ATE helped in reducing
the production time, also it will be useful in the Radar
operational site to identify the faults and replace the faulty
modules. So that only faulty module will be sent to the
factory for D level repair instead of sending the PSU. LRDE
shall follow the system engineering practices followed in this
project for the development of the power supply of future
Radars.
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